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Composites are ideally suited to achieve desirable multifunctional
effective properties, since the best properties of different materials
can be judiciously combined with designed microstructures. Here
we establish the first cross-property relations for two-phase com-
posite media that link effective elastic and electromagnetic wave
characteristics to one another, including effective wave speeds and
attenuation coefficients. This is achieved by deriving accurate for-
mulas for the effective elastodynamic properties that depend on the
microstructure via the spectral density and utilizing previous anal-
ogous results for effective electromagnetic properties. Our formu-
las enable us to explore the wave characteristics of a broad class
of disordered microstructures, including exotic disordered “hyper-
uniform” varieties, that can have advantages over crystalline ones,
such as nearly optimal, direction-independent properties and robust-
ness against defects. We specifically show that disordered “stealthy”
hyperuniform/nonhyperuniform microstructures exhibit novel elastic
wave characteristics that have the potential for future applications,
e.g., low-pass or narrow-band-pass (using negative Poisson ratio ma-
terials) filters that transmit or absorb elastic waves “isotropically”
for a range of wavenumbers. We also demonstrate that two-phase
media with engineered disorder and phase properties can exhibit
“anomalous dispersion” with resonance-like attenuation. Our cross-
property relations for effective wave characteristics can be applied to
design multifunctional composites via inverse techniques, including
exterior components of spacecraft or building materials that require
both excellent stiffness and electromagnetic absorption, and heat-
sinks for CPUs that have to efficiently emit thermal radiation and
suppress mechanical vibrations, and nondestructive evaluation of
the elastic moduli of materials from the effective dielectric response.
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hyperuniform
A heterogeneous material (medium) consists of domains ofmultiple distinct materials (phases). Such materials are
ubiquitous; examples include sedimentary rocks, particulate
composites, colloidal suspensions, polymer blends, and con-
crete (1–6). When domain length scales are much smaller than
the system size, a heterogeneous material can be regarded as
a homogeneous material with certain effective physical prop-
erties, such as thermal (electric) conductivity σe, dielectric
tensor e, or stiffness tensor Ce (1, 2, 5). Such effective prop-
erties depend on the phase properties, phase volume fractions
φi, and higher-order microstructural information (1, 2, 5, 7–
12). Heterogeneous materials are ideally suited to achieve
multifunctionality, since the best features of different materials
can be combined to form a new material that has a broad
spectrum of desired properties (1, 13–16). Because the effec-
tive properties of a heterogeneous material reflect common
morphological information, knowledge of one effective property
Fig. 1. Schematic illustrating the allowable region (shown in blue) in the multidimen-
sional space of effective dynamic elastic (e.g.,Ke andGe) and electromagnetic (e.g.,
e) properties in which all composites with specified phase properties must lie. The
effective properties of some composite at various wavenumbers are depicted as a line
(shown in red) penetrating through this allowable region. Since those effective prop-
erties share a common microstructure, they are related to one another via nontrivial
transformations, called the cross-property relations.
can provide useful information about a different effective prop-
erty (1, 17, 18). Such cross-property relations can aid in the
rational design of multifunctional heterogeneous materials that
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possess multiple desirable effective properties (1, 15, 16, 18–20)
via inverse techniques (21). Figure 1 schematically illustrates
cross-property maps for effective dynamic elastic (Ke and Ge)
and electromagnetic (e) properties.
The effective static and dynamic properties, such as electric
(thermal) conductivity and elastic moduli, are exactly deter-
mined by an infinite set of n-point correlation functions S(i)n
for n = 1, · · · ,∞ (1, 2, 5, 7–12). Here, S(i)n (x1,x2, · · · ,xn)
gives probability of finding n points at positions x1, · · · ,xn
simultaneously in phase i. In the case of “two-phase” systems,
formally exact perturbation series for those effective properties
have been developed by considering S(i)n through all orders,
in both the weak contrast regime (7, 8), where variations in
the phase properties are small, and the strong contrast regime
(1, 2, 9–12, 22–24). In practice, however, knowledge of the
complete set of correlation functions is unattainable. Thus,
various analytic estimates have been developed that account
for the simplest microstructural information (e.g., volume frac-
tions and inclusion shapes) (1, 2, 5) as well as higher-order
information (e.g., two- and three-point correlation functions)
(1, 7, 8, 11, 18, 25, 26). For instance, The two-point prob-
ability function is equivalent to the autocovariance function
χV (r) ≡ S(i)2 (r)− φi2, where r ≡ x2 − x1. Its Fourier trans-
form χ˜V (Q) at a wavevector Q, called the spectral density,
can be measured from scattering experiments (27). Scattering
experiments also provide other useful geometric information
(28, 29).
Our main interest here is the formulation of exact and ap-
proximate methods that incorporate higher-order microstruc-
tural information to predict the effective dynamic elastic prop-
erties, which has received far less attention. Such knowledge
is of importance in various disciplines and many applications,
including geophysics (30, 31), exploration seismology (32), di-
agnostic sonography (33), crack diagnosis (34), architectural
acoustics (35) and acoustic metamaterials (36). The primary
applications we have in mind are disordered microstructures,
both exotic and “garden” varieties, because they can pro-
vide advantages over periodic ones with high crystallographic
symmetries, which include perfect isotropy and robustness
against defects. Such disordered media have recently been ex-
ploited for applications involving photonic bandgap materials
(37, 38), gradient-index photonic metamaterials (39), compact
spectrometers (40), random lasers (41, 42), bone replacement
(43, 44), and impact-absorbers (45, 46).
We are particularly interested in studying the wave charac-
teristics of exotic disordered two-phase media, such as disor-
dered hyperuniform and/or stealthy ones, and their potential
applications. Hyperuniform two-phase systems are character-
ized by anomalously suppressed volume-fraction fluctuations
at long wavelengths (47–49) such that
lim
|Q|→0
χ˜V (Q) = 0. [1]
Such two-phase media encompass all periodic systems as well
as exotic disordered ones; see Ref. (49) and references therein.
These exotic disordered structures lie between liquids and
crystals; they are like liquids in that are statistically isotropic
without any Bragg peaks, and yet behave like crystals in
the manner in which they suppress the large-scale density
fluctuations (47–49). One special class of such structures are
disordered stealthy hyperuniform media that are defined by
zero-scattering intensity for a set of wavevectors around the
origin (50–53). Such materials are endowed with novel physical
properties (39, 42, 53–57), including that they are transparent
(dissipationless) for electromagnetic waves at large wavelengths
(12, 54). We also explore the wave characteristics of disordered
stealthy nonhyperuniform media which possess zero-scattering
intensity for a set of wavevectors that do not include the origin
(58).
Now, we consider two-phase heterogeneous materials in
d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd. For simplicity, the results
reported here mainly focus on the case of d = 3, and we make
three assumptions on the phase properties; (a) both phases are
elastically isotropic, (b) their elastic moduli are real numbers
independent of frequencies, and (c) they have identical mass
densities (ρ1 = ρ2). The last one is approximately achievable
for numerous pairs of solid materials, e.g., nickel, copper, and
cobalt have similar mass densities around 8.9 g/cm3 (59), but
have considerably different elastic moduli. Then, inside each
domain of phase p (= 1, 2), the elastic wave equation is given
as (60)
ω2ui +
(
cLp
2 − cT p2
) ∂2ul
∂xi∂xl
+ cT p
2 ∂
2ui
∂xl∂xl
= 0, [2]
where a displacement field oscillates sinusoidally with a fre-
quency ω [i.e., ui(x, t) = ui(x) e−iωt], indices span integers
between 1 and d, and Einstein summation is implied. Here,
cT p and cLp represent the longitudinal and transverse wave
speeds∗ in phase p, respectively, and they are given as
cLp
2 ≡ [Kp + 2(1− 1/d)Gp]/ρp, cT p2 ≡ Gp/ρp, [3]
where Kp and Gp are the bulk modulus and the shear modulus
of phase p, respectively. For a frequency ω, the corresponding
longitudinal and transverse wavenumbers for elastic waves in
phase p (=1,2) are denoted by
k
Lp
≡ ω/ cLp , and kTp ≡ ω/ cT p , [4]
respectively. Henceforth, we take “reference” and “polarized”
phases to be phase 1 and 2, respectively; see Refs. (1, 11).
When the wavelength is much larger than the inhomogeneity
length scales (i.e., the long-wavelength regime), a two-phase
system can be effectively treated as a homogeneous material
with the effective dynamic bulk modulusKe and shear modulus
Ge.
Elsewhere, we derive an exact strong-contrast expansion for
the effective dynamic elastic moduli of “two-phase” isotropic
heterogeneous systems (61); see Methods for the formal ex-
pansion. As previously shown for the static problem (11) this
expansion converges rapidly for dispersions (i.e., particles of
one phase are distributed throughout a matrix phase) that
meet certain geometric features. Due to its strong convergence
properties, even for high phase contrast ratios, its truncation
at the two-point level yields accurate estimates of the effective
bulk modulus Ke and effective shear modulus Ge (11). These
formulas, stated in Results, involve integrals over the autoco-
variance function χV (r) or, equivalently, the spectral density
χ˜V (Q). These approximations lead to accurate estimates of
effective wave characteristics, such as the effective wave speeds
∗Henceforth, ‘wave speeds’ always refer to the phase speeds, because the term ‘phase’ is reserved
for a constituent material in this paper.
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(ce) and the effective attenuation coefficients (γe), of elastic
waves, which are given by
(ce)L + i(γe)L =
√
[Ke + 2(1− 1/d)Ge]/ρe,
(ce)T + i(γe)T =
√
Ge/ρe,
[5]
where ρe is the effective mass density (ρe = ρ1 = ρ2) and the
subscripts L and T stand for the longitudinal and transverse
waves, respectively.
In theConclusions and Discussion, we describe how our
microstructure-dependent estimates enable one to design ma-
terials that have the targeted attenuation coefficients (γe)L,T
for a range of wavenumbers (or, equivalently, frequencies) via
inverse-problem approaches (21). Using the stealthy hyperuni-
form and stealthy nonhyperuniform materials, we explicitly
demonstrate that such engineered materials can serve as filters
for elastic waves which selectively absorb (62, 63) or transmit
(64, 65) elastic waves “isotropically” for a prescribed range of
wavenumbers. Furthermore, we show that we can engineer
composites that exhibit anomalous dispersion (66), yielding
resonance-like attenuation in (γe)L,T .
Using our two-point formulas, we also establish cross-
property relations that link the effective dynamic dielectric
constant e to the effective dynamic elastic moduli Ke and Ge,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. This is achieved from our two-point ap-
proximations and the analog of the effective dynamic dielectric
constant e that were derived by Rechtsman and Torquato (12).
Such cross-property relations may have important practical
implications, as we will discuss later.
Results
We estimate the effective elastic wave characteristics and cross-
property maps for four different 3D models of disordered
two-phase dispersions, including two typical nonhyperuniform
ones.
Two-point approximation formulas. The dynamic strong-
contrast expansions (Eqs. 18 and 19) converge rapidly when
the dispersed (polarized) phase does not contain macroscop-
ically large clusters; see Methods. For such dispersions, we
truncate them at the two-point level and yield the following ac-
curate approximations for the effective dynamic elastic moduli
Ke
(
kL1
)
and Ge
(
kL1
)
:
Ke
(
kL1
)
K1
= 1− κφ2
2[1 + 2(1− 1/d)G1/K1)][
C2
(
kL1
)
+ φ2 (κφ2 − 1)
] , [6]
Ge
(
kL1
)
G1
= 1− (d+ 2)µφ2
2[1 + 2(1− 1/d)G1/K1]
2(1 + 2G1/K1)
[
D2
(
kL1
)
+ φ2(µφ2 − 1)
] ,
[7]
where, because kT 1 = (cL1 / cT 1) kL1 , the relevant two-point
parameters are functions of kL1 that are given by
C2
(
kL1
)
= pi2d/2 Γ(d/2) F
(
kL1
)
κ, [8]
D2
(
kL1
)
= pi2d/2 Γ(d/2)
d cL1
2 F
(
kT 1
)
+ 2 cT 1
2 F
(
kL1
)
d cL1
2 + 2 cT 12
µ,
[9]
where F (Q) is what we call the microstructure-dependent
attenuation function, defined as
F (Q) ≡−iΓ(d/2)2pid/2
∫
Rd
(
Q
r
)d/2
QrH
(1)
d/2−1(Qr)χV (r) dr
[10]
=
∫ ∞
0
(Qr)d/2 Yd/2−1(Qr)QχV (r) dr − i
Qd
(2pi)d/2 χ˜V (Q) .
[11]
Here, H(1)ν (x) is the Hankel function of the first kind of order
ν and Yν(x) is the Bessel function of the second kind of order
ν. In Eq. 11, χV (r) and χ˜V (Q) are averages of the autoco-
variance function χV (r) and the spectral density χ˜V (Q) over
orientations of r and Q, respectively. In the long-wavelength
limit, the attenuation function vanishes as F (Q) ∼ O
(
Qd
)
,
and thus the two-point parameters C2
(
kL1
)
and D2
(
kL1
)
also
converge to zero.
Note that the two-point approximations (Eqs. 6 and 7) are
conveniently written in terms of the wavenumber kL1 associ-
ated with the reference phase. Furthermore, this wavenumber
is directly proportional to the frequency ω (Eq. 4) and more
suitable to describe microstructural information rather than
the temporal quantity ω. For these reasons, we henceforth use
the longitudinal wavenumber kL1 , instead of ω or kT 1 , as an
independent variable for the effective elastic properties.
In the static limit (kL1 → 0), these approximations recover
the static results (11), which are simply reduced to the Hashin-
Shtrikman bounds on Ke and Ge (67), which are real-valued.
Different from the static case, the effective dynamic elastic
moduli [Ke
(
kL1
)
and Ge
(
kL1
)
] may be complex-valued, im-
plying that elastic waves propagating through this medium
are attenuated. Interestingly, such attenuation occurs even if
both phases are dissipationless (i.e., real-valued, as we assume
throughout this study) due to the scattering of the incident
wave from the inhomogeneities. In other words, heterogeneous
materials become transparent without any loss at wavenum-
bers (or frequencies), where scattering is suppressed, i.e.,
Im
{
F
(
kL1
)}
= Im
{
F
(
kT 1
)}
= 0. [12]
Thus, for general stealthy dispersions that satisfy χ˜V (Q) = 0
in Qlower < Q < Qupper, (γe)L,T should vanish in the following
wavenumber interval:
Qlowera < kL1 a < (cT 1 / cL1)Quppera, [13]
where cT 1 / cL1 =
√
(1− 2ν1)/[2(1− ν1)].
Models of dispersions . We investigate four different 3D mod-
els of disordered dispersions of identical spheres of radius a
with φ2 = 0.25. For the reasons noted in the Introduction, we
are especially interested in investigating disordered stealthy
hyperuniform as well as stealthy nonhyperuniform dispersions,
which are defined by χ˜V (Q) = 0 for 0 < |Q| ≤ Qupper and
χ˜V (Q) = 0 for Qlower < |Q| ≤ Qupper, respectively. We
generate these exotic varieties of disordered systems via the
collective-coordinate optimization technique (50, 52, 58); see
Methods for details. Stealthy hyperuniform dispersions of
N = 103 spheres of radius a are generated to attain χ˜V (Q) = 0
for Qa < 1.5, and stealthy nonhyperuniform dispersions satisfy
χ˜V (Q) = 0 for 1.0 < Qa < 1.5. For purposes of comparison,
Jaeuk Kim et al. PNAS | August 20, 2019 | vol. XXX | no. XX | 3
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(Q
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Fig. 2. Evaluation of χ˜
V
(Q) (a) and the attenuation function F (Q) (b,c) for four
different models of 3D dispersions: stealthy hyperuniform dispersions, stealthy nonhy-
peruniform dispersions, overlapping spheres, and equilibrium hard spheres. Since
all of these dispersions are composed of spheres of radius a, their microstructures
resemble one another at the small length scales r < a, indeed all of the curves
effectively collapse onto a single curve for Qa 5.
we also investigate two typical disordered nonhyperuniform
dispersions composed of equal-sized spheres of radius a: over-
lapping spheres (i.e., spatially uncorrelated spheres) (1) and
equilibrium hard spheres (i.e., equilibrium distributions of
hard spheres) (68). For overlapping spheres, we compute its
χV (r) from the closed-form expression given in Ref. (1). At
φ2 = 0.25, this model will not form macroscopically large clus-
ters, since it is well below the percolation threshold φ2 ≈ 0.29
(69). For equilibrium hard spheres, its spectral density χ˜V (Q)
is obtained from Eq. 22 and the Percus-Yevick approximation;
see Ref. (70) and SI.
Values of the complex-valued attenuation function F (Q)
(see Eq. 10) for the four aforementioned models of dispersions
are presented in Fig. 2. Their imaginary parts are directly
obtained from the spectral density based on Eq. 11. The
associated real parts are then computed from the Fourier
representation of Eq. 11; see SI for details. For various types
of dispersions, while the values of F (Q) at small wavenumbers
(Qa . 3) are considerably different from one another, all of the
curves approximately collapse onto a single curve for Qa 5;
see Fig. 2(b) and (c). For all three models of nonoverlapping
spheres, the values of F (Q) become similar to one another
from relatively small wavenumbers (Qa > 3).
Effective Elastic Wave Characteristics. Effective elastic prop-
erties of two-phase composites also depend on phase elas-
tic moduli for phase p (=1,2). Because this parameter
space of phase moduli is infinite, we consider two extreme
cases: a compressible matrix phase (phase 1) with a Pois-
son ratio ν1 = 1/3 that contains a rigid dispersed phase
(phase 2), i.e., K2/K1 = G2/G1 = ∞ (Fig. 3), and a com-
pressible matrix with ν1 = −0.1 that contains cavities, i.e.,
K2/K1 = G2/G1 = 0 (Fig. 4). Investigating these two
extreme cases will still provide useful insight into the wave
characteristics in intermediate regimes of phase moduli. While
the Poisson ratio of the compressible matrix phase can take
any value in the allowable interval of −1 ≤ ν1 < 1/2, we
examine two different values of ν1 = 1/3 (typical of many
materials), and −0.1. Negative Poisson ratio (“auxetic”) mate-
rials laterally dilate (contract) in response to axial elongation
(contraction) (71). Here we choose ν1 = −0.1 to demonstrate
that one can engineer phase moduli to attain a very narrow
spectrum of wavenumbers (or, equivalently, frequencies) in
which (γe)L,S = 0. Indeed, for the stealthy nonhyperuniform
dispersions examined in this work, this wavenumber interval
appears when ν1 < 0.1 and becomes wider as ν1 decreases (see
Eq. 13).
We estimate the scaled effective wave propagation prop-
erties of the models of 3D dispersions considered in Fig.
2. For the scaled attenuation coefficients (γe)L/(ce)L and
(γe)T /(ce)T , exp[−2pi(γe)/(ce)] represents the factor by which
the amplitude of the incident wave is attenuated for a period
of time 2pi/ω. As noted, we consider two special cases of phase
moduli; K2/K1 = G2/G1 =∞ and ν1 = 1/3 (i.e., κ = 1 and
µ = 1) in Fig. 3 and K2/K1 = G2/G1 = 0 and ν1 = −0.1 (i.e.,
κ = −3/8 and µ = −6/5) in Fig. 4, where κ and µ are bulk and
shear moduli “polarizabilities” (see Eqs. 20 and 21), respec-
1
2
3
(c e
) L 
/ c
L 1
stealthy hyperuniform
stealthy nonhyperuniform
overlapping spheres
equilibrium hard-spheres
1
2
3
(c e
) T 
/ c
T 1
0 1 2 3 4
kL1a
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
100
-
(γ e
) L 
/ (
c e)
L
0 1 2 3 4
kL1a
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
100
-
(γ e
) T 
/ (
c e)
T
(a) (c)
(b) (d)
K2/K1 = G2/G1 = ∞,φ2=0.25, ν1  = 1/3
Fig. 3. Estimates of scaled effective elastic wave characteristics for 3D dispersions of rigid spheres of radius a in a compressible matrix phase with Poisson ratio ν1 = 1/3
(i.e., K2/K1 = G2/G1 =∞). Here, kL1 is the wavenumber of longitudinal waves in reference phase (phase 1), and cL1 and cT 1 are elastic wave speeds of longitudinal
and transverse waves, respectively, in phase 1. (a,c) Effective wave speeds and (b,d) effective attenuation coefficients are plotted in terms of k
L1 a. Stealthy hyperuniform
dispersions have a zero-(γe)L,S regime in kL1 a < 0.75, but stealthy nonhyperuniform ones do not have.
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) L 
/ c
L 1
stealthy hyperuniform
stealthy nonhyperuniform
overlapping spheres
equilibrium hard-spheres1
(c e
) T 
/ c
T 1
0 1 2 3 4
kL1a
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
-
(γ e
) L 
/ (
c e)
L
0 1 2 3 4
kL1a
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
-
(γ e
) T 
/ (
c e)
T
(a) (c)
(b) (d)
K2/K1 = G2/G1 = 0,φ2=0.25, ν1  = -0.1
Fig. 4. Estimates of scaled effective elastic wave characteristics for 3D dispersions of spherical cavities of radius a in a compressible matrix phase with Poisson ratio ν1 = −0.1
(i.e., K2/K1 = G2/G1 = 0). Here, kL1 is the wavenumber of longitudinal waves in phase 1, and cL1 and cT 1 are wave speeds of longitudinal and transverse waves,
respectively, in phase 1. (a,c) Effective wave speeds and (b,d) effective attenuation coefficients are plotted in terms of k
L1 a. For stealthy nonhyperuniform dispersions
considered here, (γe)L,S are identically zero in a narrow spectrum of wavenumbers 1.0 < kL1 a . 1.1, which vanishes for ν1 ≥ 0.1. For stealthy hyperuniform dispersions,
(γe)L,S = 0 when kL1 a . 1.1.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. Schematics illustrating elastic and electromagnetic waves at two different
wavenumbers (a) kI and (b) kII incident to, inside of and transmitted from a two-
phase heterogeneous material (a large ellipse) consisting of a matrix phase (shown in
yellow) and a dispersed phase (shown in cyan). Parallel lines and sinusoidal curves
represent elastic and electromagnetic waves, respectively. (a) For an elastic wave with
a wavenumber kI , while the wavefronts inside this material experience microscopic
disturbances, they effectively behave like a plane wave inside a homogeneous material
with an effective wavenumber (ke)I = ωI [(ce)L + i(γe)L]−1 and effective
elastic moduli Ke and Ge. Analogously, for an electromagnetic wave, this material
behaves like a homogeneous material with an effective dielectric constant e. For
instance, both elastic and electromagnetic waves are attenuated due to scattering
if this composite has a non-zero scattering intensity at kI [i.e., if χ˜V (kI) > 0,
(γe)L < 0 and Im{e} > 0]. (b) For waves (red) of a wavenumber kII , this
composite can be effectively transparent, if it has a zero-scattering intensity at kII
[i.e., if χ˜
V
(kII) = χ˜V
(
c
T 1 / cL1 kII
)
= 0, (γe)L = 0 and Im{e} = 0].
tively. Furthermore, for each case of these prescribed phase
properties, four different models have similar effective wave
speeds but significantly different attenuation coefficients at
small wavenumbers kL1 a < 4. However, the kL1 -dependence
of effective wave characteristics for these two cases are quite
different. For rigid dispersed phase (Fig. 3), the effective wave
speeds (ce)L,T are generally faster than those in phase 1 at
most frequencies in the long-wavelength regime. The effective
wave speeds also depend on kL1 a, which is directly related to
ω by Eq. 4: they exhibit “normal dispersion” with a decrease
in (ce) with kL1 a, but “anomalous dispersion” (66) in the
interval 2 < kL1 a < 2.3 with resonance-like attenuation; see
Fig. 3. By contrast, when the dispersed phase consists of
cavities, the wave speeds are slower than those in phase 1 and
barely change with kL1 a, leading to relatively flat profiles for
the attenuation coefficients; see Fig. 4.
In both cases shown in Figs. 3 and 4, stealthy hyperuni-
form dispersions are transparent for both longitudinal and
transverse waves in 0 < kL1 a . 0.8. As predicted from Eq.
13, stealthy nonhyperuniform dispersions do not attain zero
attenuation coefficients at any wavenumber for ν1 ≥ 0.1 (Fig.
3) but become transparent in a narrow spectrum of wavenum-
bers, e.g., 1.0 < kL1 a . 1.1 when ν1 = −0.1, as shown in Fig.
4. Such composites can be employed to design of low-pass and
narrow-band-pass filters for elastic waves, respectively.
Cross-property relations . It is desired to design composites
with prescribed elastic and electromagnetic wave characteris-
tics, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 5. The optimal design
of such multifunctional characteristics can be greatly facili-
tated via the use of cross-property relations for these different
effective properties, which we derive here. For this purpose,
we employ the two-point formulas (Eqs. 6 and 7) for elastic-
ity and the counterpart for the dielectric constant, derived
by Rechtsman and Torquato (12), to get new cross-property
relation that link e to Ke or Ge by eliminating common
structure-dependent parameters that appear in formulas for
both properties.
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TFig. 6. Cross-property maps between the effective dielectric constant e and the effective bulk modulus Ke for the four models of 3D dispersions with φ2 = 0.25, each ofwhich consists of a compressible matrix with ν1 = −0.1 and cavities (see Fig. 4) and the ratio of phase dielectric constants is 2/1 = 10. Contour plots, evaluated from Eq.16, represent the surfaces on which e and the real (the upper panel) and imaginary (the lower panel) parts of Ke of any composite should lie with contour lines (black dashedlines) at level spacing 0.025. We note that contour plots for other values of Poisson ratio ν1 are qualitatively similar except for the position of a simple pole. On these contours,
the locus of points (solid lines with/without markers) represents effective properties of each dispersion model as the wavenumber k1 increases from k1a = 0 to k1a = 5 (in
the directions of arrows). Note that all the models attain the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds (cyan stars) at k1a = 0.
When both reference and dispersed phases are isotropic
and the microstructure is statistically isotropic, the two-point
approximation of the effective dielectric constant e is given as
βφ2
2
[
e(k1)− 1
e(k1) + (d− 1)1
]−1
= φ2 −A2(k1)β, [14]
where k1 is the wavenumber of electromagnetic waves in the
reference phase (phase 1) and β ≡ (2 − 1)/[1 + (d − 1)2].
In R3, the two-point microstructural parameter A2 can be
written as
A2(Q) = −
√
2pi F (Q) , [15]
where the attenuation function F (Q) is defined in Eq. 10. In
terms of the effective dielectric constant, the effective wave
speed ce, effective attenuation coefficient γe, and effective re-
fractive index ne of electromagnetic waves can be described as
ce/c1 = Re
{√
1/e
}
, γe/c1 = Im
{√
1/e
}
, and ne/n1 =√
e/1, where c1 is the wave speed of electromagnetic waves
in reference phase. Thus, for simplicity, we will only consider
e for electromagnetic waves.
It is clear that both effective dielectric constant and elastic
moduli depend on F (Q), defined in Eq. 10. Using this common
morphological information, we can establish the cross-property
relations between effective elastic and electromagnetic wave
characteristics. For instance, we obtain a cross-property map
between the effective dynamic bulk modulus and effective
dynamic dielectric constant by eliminating F (Q) from Eqs. 6
and 14:
Ke
(
kL1
)
K1
=1 + 6βκ (ν1 − 1)φ2
ν1 + 1
[16]
× e
(
kL1
)
/1 − 1
2β + κ+ (3βκφ2 − 2β − κ) e
(
kL1
)
/1
,
where β ≡ (2 − 1)/(1 + 22) and the effective properties
Ke and e are at the same wavenumber (i.e., kL1 = k1) but
different frequencies, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The real and
imaginary parts of this cross-property relation (Eq. 16) are
separately represented in Fig. 6 for the four models of 3D
dispersions considered in Fig. 4. We note that in Fig. 6,
the locus of points (shown in solid lines) depicts the effective
dielectric constants and bulk moduli of the 3D dispersions as
a dimensionless wavenumber k1a varies from 0 to 5 along the
arrows. Values of e of these points are evaluated from Eq.
14 and thus can take multiple values of Re{e} at the same
value of Im{e} and vice versa, e.g., points for stealthy hyper-
uniform/nonhyperuniform packings lie on the Re{e} axis in
Fig. 6. Since these points should lie on the surfaces depicted
by contours, one can indirectly determine the wavenumber-
dependent Ke by measuring e at different wavenumbers (or
frequencies), and vice versa.
Similarly, we can obtain cross-property relations that links
between Ge and e or between Ge and Ke. The former case is
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Table 1. Evaluation of the effective shear moduli Ge/G1 for dispersions of spheres of radius a from the two-point approximation (Eq. 7) and
the cross-property relation (Eq. 17). Phase moduli are identical to those considered in Fig. 3 (i.e., K2/K1 = G2/G1 =∞ and ν1 = 1/3), and
2/1 = 10. Here, cL1 and cT 1 are the longitudinal and transverse elastic wave speeds in the reference phase (phase1), respectively. Two
different formulas (Eqs. 7 and 17) give consistent values forGe at kL1 a = 1.05 and 2.50, where kL1 is the wavenumber of longitudinal elastic
waves in phase 1. Thus, this table vividly demonstrates that Ge can be indirectly evaluated from cross-property relations by measuring e at
different wavenumbers.
3D models k
L1 a e
(
k
L1
)
/1 e
(
c
L1 kL1 / cT 1
)
/1
Ge
(
k
L1
)
/G1
From Eq. 17 From Eq. 7
Overlapping
spheres
1.05 1.777 +i0.454 1.218 +i0.282 1.359 −i0.387 1.359 −i0.387
2.50 1.204 +i0.196 1.331 +i0.04614 1.981 −i1.278 1.981 −i1.278
Equilibrium
hard spheres
1.05 1.923 +i0.1408 1.097 +i0.5434 1.374 −i0.1922 1.374 −i0.1922
2.50 1.080 +i0.2901 1.360 +i0.04267 1.935 −i0.7091 1.935 −i0.7091
Stealthy
hyperuniform packings
1.05 1.933 +i5.279×10−28 1.070 +i0.41556 1.331 −i0.2247 1.331 −i0.2247
2.50 1.101 +i0.2470 1.359 +i0.04270 1.913 −i0.7959 1.913 −i0.7959
Stealthy
nonhyperuniform packings
1.05 1.724 +i1.485×10−17 1.159 +i0.4470 1.382 −i0.2463 1.382 −i0.2463
2.50 1.130 +i0.2799 1.357 +i0.03940 2.016 −i0.7868 2.016 −i0.7868
explicitly given as
Ge
(
kL1
)
G1
= 1 + 15(ν1 − 1)φ22µ× [17](
(5ν1 − 4)
{[
φ2(1 + 2µ)− 1− β
β
]
+ 3φ23 cL12 + 2 cT 12
×[
3 cL1
2
e
(
cL1 kL1 / cT 1
)
/1 − 1
+
2 cT 1
2
e
(
kL1
)
/1 − 1
]})−1
,
which depends on values of the effective dielectric constant e at
two different wavenumbers k1 = kL1 and cL1 kL1 / cT 1 , which
makes it difficult to graphically depict this cross-property rela-
tion. Instead, we list in Table 1 values of Ge that are computed
from both Eqs. 7 and 17. Furthermore, by combining Eqs. 16
and 17, one can also establish cross-property relations that
link the effective dielectric constant to the effective elastic
wave characteristics, i.e., (ce)L,T and (γe)L,T .
Conclusions and Discussion
We have obtained accurate approximations for effective dy-
namic elastic moduli Ke and Ge of two-phase composites
that depend on the microstructure via the spectral density
χ˜V (Q); see Eqs. 6 and 7. Using these approximations, we
have explored the effective elastic wave characteristics, espe-
cially the attenuation coefficients (γe)L,S , of broad classes
of “disordered” two-phase materials, including “disordered
stealthy hyperuniform” and “disordered stealthy nonhyperuni-
form” dispersions. Interestingly, we showed that for certain
phase moduli, these disordered composites exhibit resonance-
like (γe)L,T associated with anomalous dispersion; see Fig. 3.
We also demonstrated that the stealthy hyperuniform disper-
sions (nonhyperuniform dispersions using auxetic matrices)
can behave like low-pass (narrow-band-pass filters) for elastic
waves because they are transparent for elastic waves with-
out any loss [i.e., (γe)L,S = 0] at large wavelengths (a very
narrow range of wavelengths). With the aid of our approx-
imations, one can employ inverse techniques (21) to design
more versatile filters that can selectively absorb or transmit
elastic waves [i.e., (γe)L,S is prescribed] at specific wavenum-
bers (or, equivalently, frequencies). For instance, given the
phase moduli, this inverse problem is solved by obtaining the
appropriate functional forms of the spectral density χ˜V (Q)
corresponding to a targeted (γe)L,S and Eqs. 6 and 7, and
then generating the associated microstructures that satisfy the
prescribed conditions on χ˜V (k) via Fourier-space construction
techniques (50, 52, 53). Clearly, similar inverse-problem ap-
proaches also can be employed to design composite materials
with the desired effective elastic moduli Ke or Ge at certain
wavenumbers.
We also established cross-property relations 16 and 17 that
link the effective dynamic dielectric constant e(k1) to the
effective dynamic elastic moduli Ke
(
kL1
)
and Ge
(
kL1
)
. Thus,
when it is difficult to directly measure Ke or Ge, they can
be indirectly evaluated from these cross-property relations
by measuring the wavenumber-dependent dielectric constants
(72, 73), as demonstrated in Fig. 6 and Table 1. These
cross-property relations also may have important practical
implications in the rational design of multifunctional two-
phase dispersions. One can design a multifunctional material
that possesses both the targeted effective dielectric constant
0 and high attenuation coefficients for elastic waves at a
specific wavenumber k1 = kL1 = Q
′ as follows. First, one
determines phase properties such that Eq. 16 has a simple
pole at e = 0, resulting in that mechanical vibrations of
the composites are significantly attenuated when e ≈ 0
regardless of the microstructure and wavenumbers. Then,
using Eq. 14 and the analogous procedure described in the
last paragraph, one obtains microstructures with e = 0 at
k1 = Q′. Such a procedure can be used, for example, to design
multifunctional materials that are transparent at infrared
wavelengths but suppress mechanical vibrations at specific
wavenumbers. Such materials are suitable for heat-sinks for
CPUs and other electric devices that require efficient cooling
systems. Our results can be applied to design composites with
high stiffness that absorb electromagnetic waves at certain
wavenumbers for use as exterior components of spacecraft (74)
and building materials (75).
While in this work, we mainly focused on the results for
d = 3, these results can be straightforwardly generalized to two-
dimensional composites. For example, our two-point formulas
(Eqs. 6 and 7) are valid for the case of d ≥ 2. Furthermore,
the cross-property relations (Eqs. 16 and 17) can be easily
extended to the case of d = 2 by using the two-dimensional
formula of A2(Q) given in Ref. (53).
Note that in light of a previous study on the static case
(76), it is relatively straightforward to generalize our two-point
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formulas to cases in which the dispersed phase is a piezoelectric
(i.e., mechanical stress can induce an electric voltage in the
solid material). Such extensions can be profitably utilized
in the optimal design of materials for elastic wave energy-
harvesting to power small electric devices (36).
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Materials and Methods
Dynamic strong-contrast expansions for effective elastic moduli.
Elsewhere we derived exact strong-contrast expansions for these
moduli through all orders in the “polarizabilities” (61). Here it
suffices to present their general functional forms when the effective
stiffness tensor is isotropic:
Ke −K1
Ke + 2(d− 1)G1/d
= φ2
2κ
φ2 −
∑∞
n=1 Cn
, [18]
Ge −G1
Ge + [dK1/2+(d+1)(d−2)G1/d]G1K1+2G1
= φ2
2µ
φ2 −
∑∞
n=1Dn
, [19]
where Cn and Dn are functionals involving the n-point probability
functions and double gradients of the appropriate Green’s functions,
and
κ = K2 −K1
K2 + 2(d− 1)G1/d
, [20]
µ = G2 −G1
G2 + [dK1/2 + (d+ 1)(d− 2)G1/d]G1/(K1 + 2G1)
, [21]
are the polarizabilities (strong-contrast parameters) for bulk and
shear moduli, respectively. This expansion is the dynamic analog of
the static strong-contrast expansion derived by Torquato (11), which
can be viewed as one that perturbs around the Hashin-Shtrikman
structures (67) that attain the best possible bounds on the effective
elastic moduli of isotropic composites for prescribed phase properties
and volume fractions. In the family of such structures, domains
of one phase are topologically disconnected, well-separated from
one another, and dispersed throughout a connected (continuous)
matrix phase (77, 78). This means that strong-contrast expansions
will converge rapidly, even for high contrast ratios in phase moduli,
for dispersions that meet the aforementioned conditions (12), and
hence the resulting property estimates will be nearly optimal.
Spectral density. For sphere packings of identical spheres of radius
a, the spectral density can be expressed as (1, 9)
χ˜V (Q) = φ2 α˜2(Q; a)S(Q) , [22]
where φ2 is the packing fraction, Q ≡ |Q|, α˜2(Q; a) ≡
2dpid/2 Γ(1 + d/2) [Jd/2(Qa)]2/Qd, and Jν(x) is the Bessel func-
tion of the first kind of order ν. Here, S(Q) is the structure factor
for particle centers, which can be computed from
S(Q) = N−1
∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
j=1
exp(−iQ · rj)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
.
Therefore, one can easily obtain stealthy hyperuniform and stealthy
nonhyperuniform packings from the associated point patterns by dec-
orating their point centers with nonoverlapping equal-sized spheres.
For more details, see SI, section 1.
Stealthy hyperuniform/nonhyperuniform hard spheres. We first gen-
erate stealthy point configurations in periodic simulation boxs via
the collective-coordinate optimization technique (50, 52, 58), i.e.,
numerical procedures that obtain ground-state configurations for
the following potential energy;
Φ
(
rN
)
= 1
vF
∑
Q
v˜(Q)S(Q) +
∑
i<j
u(rij) , [23]
where
v˜(Q) =
{
1, Qlower < |Q| ≤ Qupper
0, otherwise ,
and a soft-core repulsive term (79)
u(r) =
{
(1− r/σ)2, r < σ
0, otherwise .
These ground-state configurations are stealthy [i.e., S(Q) = 0 for
Qlower < |Q| < Qupper] and due to the soft-core repulsions u(r),
the interparticle distances are larger than σ. The resulting point
configurations are stealthy hyperuniform if Qlower = 0 but otherwise
stealthy nonhyperuniform. We then decorate point centers of those
configurations with spheres of radius a < σ/2.
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